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Abstract: In wind farms, wakes originating from upstream turbines cause reduced energy extraction
and increased loading variability in downstream rows. The prospect of mitigating these detrimental
effects through coordinated controllers at the wind-farm level has fueled a multitude of research
efforts in wind-farm control. The main strategies in wind-farm control are to influence the velocity
deficits in the wake by deviating from locally optimal axial induction setpoints on the one hand,
and steering wakes away from downstream rows through yaw misalignment on the other hand.
The current work investigates dynamic induction and yaw control of individual turbines for
wind-farm power maximization in large-eddy simulations. To this end, receding-horizon optimal
control techniques combined with continuous adjoint gradient evaluations are used. We study
a 4 × 4 aligned wind farm, and find that for this farm layout yaw control is more effective than
induction control, both for uniform and turbulent inflow conditions. Analysis of optimal yaw
controls leads to the definition of two simplified yaw control strategies, in which wake meandering
and wake redirection are exploited respectively. Furthermore it is found that dynamic yawing
provides significant benefits over static yaw control in turbulent flow environments, whereas this
is not the case for uniform inflow. Finally, the potential of combining overinductive axial induction
control with yaw control is shown, with power gains that approximate the sum of those achieved by
each control strategy separately.
Keywords: wind farm; large-eddy simulation; optimal control; adjoint optimization
1. Introduction
Complex wake interactions between wind turbines situated in wind farms lead to both decreased
energy extraction efficiency and increased loading in downstream rows. The current wind-farm control
paradigm however maximizes performance and minimizes loads at the turbine level, and does not
take these interactions into account. In recent years, considerable research investigations have been
performed into control strategies that aim to mitigate these detrimental effects through coordinated
wind-farm control. In the context of this manuscript, we focus on mitigating downstream efficiency
losses through wind-farm control. The existing literature on wind-farm control for power maximization
exhibits a dichotomy in control strategies between axial induction control and wake redirection
control [1]. Both strategies aim at improving the overall wind-farm efficiency by operating upstream
turbines at locally non-optimal off-design conditions, altering the flow field through the wind farm
such that power gains in downstream regions compensate for upstream efficiency losses. Furthermore,
a distinction can be made based on the internal flow model used by the controller, ranging from
model-free to control-oriented engineering models and large-eddy simulations (LES). A second
classification can be made based on the dynamics of the control law, i.e., static or dynamic control.
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The current work is the first investigation into the potential of combining dynamic axial induction
and wake redirection control in wind farms using accurate large-eddy simulations modeling tools.
Firstly, the current state of the art in wind-farm control is briefly reviewed for both axial induction and
wake redirection strategies. A more elaborate overview of the field is given in Refs. [1,2]. Thereafter,
the aims of the current work are revisited, and the structure of the manuscript is detailed.
Axial induction control aims to alter the induced slowdown of the turbines by deviating their tip
speed ratio and/or blade pitch angle from their locally optimal setpoints. This directly translates to
variations in power extraction and wake velocity deficit. In the vicinity of these conventional setpoints,
the setpoint sensitivity of the power extraction is much smaller than that of the thrust coefficient
force, indicating that wake deficits can be reduced significantly with limited deviations in local power
extraction [3]. The idea of axial induction control has been around for a long time as e.g., illustrated by
the early study of Steinbuch et al. [4].
Studies on static axial induction control have attempted to increase overall power by statically
curtailing upstream wind turbines [2]. Although some studies have indicated gains in the order of up
to 5% for selected cases (see, e.g., Refs. [5–7]), others have noted that gains predicted by engineering
models were often not reproduced in high-fidelity environments [3]. Nilsson et al. [8] performed
an LES study of the Lillgrund wind farm, which is characterized by very strong wake interactions
and power deficits, and is hence a prime candidate for axial induction control. However, simple static
induction control failed to increase wind-farm power, indicating the need for more involved induction
control strategies. In addition, recent wind tunnel studies have indicated discrepancies between power
gains predicted by engineering models and those observed in the wind tunnel, and have reported no
significant power gains beyond measurement uncertainties for static axial induction control [9,10].
Furthermore, it is important to note that most of the studies on wind-farm control are performed in
worst-case conditions, i.e., in which neighboring turbines are aligned with the mean wind direction,
with maximal wake interaction and potential for coordinated control. Since wind farms are usually
designed in such a way that these conditions occur rarely given the annual distribution of wind
direction, the gains obtained by coordinated control should be high enough to have an effect on annual
farm energy production. The viability of gains reported by many of the abovementioned studies in
actual wind-farm conditions is hence questionable.
In a novel alternative approach, Goit and Meyers [11] investigated dynamic axial induction control
by applying optimal control techniques directly in a high-fidelity LES model using adjoint-based
methods. The wind turbines were used as dynamic flow devices acting upon the turbulent atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL) flow without a priori limiting the accuracy of the model flow physics
representation. In this way, turbines were able to engage in active symbiosis with the physics governing
the turbulent flow to increase overall power extraction, and energy extraction was increased by 16%
for the asymptotic limit of a fully-developed very large wind farm. This approach was also employed
in successive studies of wind farms with entrance effects, in which power gains in the order of 20%
were achieved [12–14].
Wake redirection control aims to steer wakes away from downstream turbines. In practice, this
can be achieved either through individual pitch control, tilt control or through yaw control [15].
Notwithstanding the fact that individual pitch control and, to a lesser extent, tilt control both show
potential for increasing power and/or reducing loads [16–18], we will focus on wake redirection for
power optimization through yaw control in the remainder of this discussion. Although nominally
wind turbines are operated such that the rotor is perpendicular to the incoming flow, an intentional
yaw misalignment can be used to induce transversal forces on the incoming flow. The opportunity to
change inflow conditions for downstream turbines by redirecting upstream wakes has incited a great
amount of interest into characterizing the flow behavior of wind turbines in yaw and harnessing
the associated deflection for wind-farm control. Clayton and Filby [19] were the first to quantify the
wake deflection behind turbines in yaw in an experimental study. Since then, numerous wind-tunnel
investigations have further increased the understanding of the wake characteristics behind yawed
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turbines (see, e.g., Refs. [20–22]). Jiménez et al. [23] performed an LES study to characterize wake
deflection of turbines in yaw, and introduced an analytical model to quantify the displacement of
the wake center. Recently, Howland et al. [24] combined numerical simulations with experimental
measurements and found that counter-rotating vortices shed from the turbine rotor impose a curled
shape on the deflected wake.
Static yaw control, in which upstream turbines intentionally misalign their rotors with incoming
winds, has been proven as a promising approach to increasing power extraction, in numerical
studies [25,26], but also in wind-tunnel tests [27,28] and full-scale field measurements [29,30]. Studies
on dynamic yaw control however are much more scarce. Gebraad et al. [31] applied a dynamic
engineering model in order to incorporate time lag effects due to wake propagation. However,
this model is unable to capture any turbulent mixing effects that have been shown to hold potential
for enhanced wake recovery in the context of induction control as shown in Goit and Meyers [11].
The possibility of unsteadily yawing turbines interacting with dynamic flow mechanisms has not been
investigated to date.
Furthermore, the combination of axial induction and wake redirection control has remained
virtually unchartered terrain to date [1]. A notable exception are the studies by Park et al. [28,32],
who employed a model-free data-driven approach for the static control of both yaw and blade pitch
angles of the individual turbines within the farm. The control optimizer encouraged turbines to steadily
deviate yaw angle and, to a lesser extent, pitch angles from their greedy setpoints, both in a engineering
model simulation environment [32,33] and in a wind-tunnel test [28]. However, no estimate was made
on the surplus gains achieved by incorporating induction control in addition to yaw control only,
and the model-free approach did not allow for unsteady control interacting with the flow dynamics.
In the current manuscript, we aim to fill some of the aforementioned gaps in wind-farm control
research using the dynamic control approach based on large-eddy simulation and optimization as
introduced by Goit and Meyers [11]. The main novelty of the current work is the inclusion of yaw
control, in addition to the induction control considered in previous studies [11,12,14]. Based on
a demonstration 4× 4 wind-farm control case, we illustrate the benefits of unsteady yaw control,
and uncover the potential of combining yaw control with axial induction control. To the best knowledge
of the authors, the current manuscript presents a first attempt at quantifying the potential of combining
the latter control strategies in a dynamic manner. The manuscript is structured as follows. Firstly,
Section 2 introduces the optimal control problem and the numerical methods used to solve it. Next,
Section 3 describes the simulation cases, and details setup parameters. Thereafter, Section 4 presents
optimization results for both uniform and turbulent inflow, and identifies distinct yaw control regimes
resulting in increased power extraction. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main findings of this
manuscript and formulates suggestions for future research.
2. Methodology
The simulations presented in this manuscript are performed using the in-house developed optimal
control framework SP–Wind, which is discussed briefly below. For a more elaborate explanation and
previous applications of the SP–Wind framework we refer the reader to Refs. [11,12,14,34,35].
In a conventional model-predictive optimal-control approach (see Figure 1a), a controller aims
to maximize the performance of a system (i.e., the wind farm) by optimizing controls based on
a system state model. Usually, this is done in a receding-horizon framework (see Figure 2), in which
the state model is optimized over a time window [t, t + T], after which the optimal controls ϕ• are
applied to the system for a time period TA < T, after which the optimization procedure starts anew.
Furthermore, in order to mitigate mismatch between the model and the physical system, a state
estimator provides feedback to the model based on system measurements. However, in a wind-farm
context, the state of the turbulent ABL is very high dimensional, and accurate state models based on the
Navier–Stokes partial differential equations (PDEs) carry prohibitive computational costs for real-time
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control implementation. Therefore, computationally affordable engineering models are typically used,
relying on simplifying assumptions that limit a priori the performance of the controller.
Figure 1. Model-predictive control (MPC) applied to wind farms. (a) Conventional feedback MPC
of a wind farm. (b) Benchmark optimal control framework of a wind farm large-eddy simulations
(LES) considered in the current study. Figure originally published in Munters and Meyers [14] under
a CC-BY 4.0 license.
Figure 2. Receding horizon framework subdividing time into discrete flow advancement windows
of length TA with prediction horizon T. Each arrow represents a forward or adjoint PDE simulation.
Each window consists of an optimization stage (blue and red lines), yielding a set of optimal controls
ϕ• , followed by a flow advancement stage (green line). Figure originally published in Munters and
Meyers [14] under a CC-BY 4.0 license.
In contrast, the current manuscript follows the approach first introduced by Goit and Meyers [11]:
instead of focusing on developing a practically realizable wind-farm controller, wind-farm performance
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is optimized directly in an accurate model with full state information (see, e.g., Refs. [11–14,36–38]),
i.e., using large-eddy simulations of the filtered Navier–Stokes equations (see Figure 1b). In this way,
instead of being parametrized, the turbulent interactions between wind turbines and the ABL flow
are explicitly resolved using adequate spatio-temporal resolution. In this way, the wind turbines
can be used as flow actuators: by dynamically controlling individual thrust setpoints and yaw rates
of the turbines we aim to optimally influence the ABL flow such that aggregate wind-farm power
extraction is maximized. Note that this approach is unfeasible for practical control, both due to
excessive computational cost and the incomplete state information in practice. However, it allows to
benchmark the potential of increasing energy through wind-farm control, and can help identify control
mechanisms to be harnessed by practical controllers. Also here, a receding-horizon methodology
is used. Within each control window, we consider the following PDE-constrained optimal control
problem, in which we maximize the aggregate wind-farm power over a time horizon T:
minimize
ϕ,q
J (ϕ, q) = −
∫ T
0
Nt
∑
i=1
1
2
C′P,i V
3
i Aidt (1)
s.t.
∂u˜
∂t
+
(
u˜ · ∇) u˜ = −∇( p˜ + p˜∞)/ρ−∇ · τsgs + Nt∑
i=1
−1
2
Ĉ′T,i V
2
i Ri(x) e⊥,i in Ω× (0, T], (2)
∇ · u˜ = 0 in Ω× (0, T], (3)
τ
dĈ′T,i
dt
= C′T,i − Ĉ′T,i i = 1, . . . , Nt in (0, T], (4)
dθi
dt
= ωi i = 1, . . . , Nt in (0, T], (5)
C′T,min ≤ C′T,i ≤ C′T,max i = 1, . . . , Nt in (0, T], (6)
−ωmax ≤ ωi ≤ ωmax. i = 1, . . . , Nt in (0, T]. (7)
The ABL state equations in Equations (2) and (3) are the filtered Navier-Stokes equations,
which are solved using LES. In these equations, u˜ and p˜ are the filtered velocity and modified
pressure respectively. Furthermore, τsgs is the subgrid-scale stress tensor, which is modeled using
a constant-coefficient Smagorinsky model. The LES solver applies a Fourier spectral discretization in
the horizontal directions combined with a energy-conservative fourth order finite difference scheme in
the vertical direction. Inflow conditions are specified using a fringe region method [39]. Further details
regarding the LES solver used in this work can be found for instance in Refs. [40–42].
The wind turbine rotors are modeled using a standard non-rotating actuator disk model (ADM,
see e.g., Ref. [41]). Turbine towers are not included. For each turbine i (= 1, . . . , Nt), two state
variables are defined. First, the turbine thrust coefficient Ĉ′T,i is obtained by applying a one-sided
exponential time-filter with time constant τ to the thrust coefficient control setpoint C′T,i (Equation (4)).
Second, the turbine yaw angle θi is defined in a straightforward way using the yaw rate control ωi
(Equation (5)). Subsequently, the thrust force enacted by the turbine upon the flow can be parametrized
as f i(x) = −(1/2)Ĉ′T,iV2i Ri(x)e⊥,i. Here,Ri(x) =
∫
Ω G(s− x) H
[
D/2− ||s− ti||2
]
δ
[
(s− ti) · e⊥,i
]
ds
is a smoothed geometric footprint of the rotor with diameter D at location ti on the LES grid, using
a Gaussian kernel G with characteristic filter width ∆. Further, Vi = (1/Ai)
∫
ΩRi(x)u˜ · e⊥,idx
is the axial velocity averaged over the rotor disk with area Ai, and the rotor-perpendicular unit
vector e⊥,i = ex cos θi + ey sin θi defines the orientation of the rotor disk using the yaw angle state
θi. Analogously, a rotor-parallel unit vector e‖,i = −ex sin θi + ey cos θi is defined, which will be used
further below. The power extraction of the turbine is calculated as Pi = (1/2)C′P,iV
3
i Ai, with power
coefficient C′P,i = a Ĉ
′
T,i. The coefficient in the latter linear relation is set to a = 0.9 to mitigate
overprediction of turbine power on present-day simulation grids as discussed in Ref. [14]. Both the
thrust coefficient setpoint controls C′T,i and the yaw rate controls ωi are subjected to technical box
constraints in Equations (6) and (7). As discussed in Section 3.2 and Table 1, the control cases considered
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in this manuscript are differentiated based on the parameter values of these box constraints. The system
states are grouped in the vector q = [u˜(x, t), p˜(x, t), Ĉ′T,1(t), . . . , Ĉ
′
T,Nt(t), θ1(t), . . . , θNt(t)] =
[u˜(x, t), p˜(x, t), Ĉ
′
T(t), θ(t)] and the controls, consisting of the individual unsteady thrust coefficient
setpoints and yaw rates of every turbine, are denoted asϕ= [C′T(t), ω(t)].
As is common practice in PDE-constrained optimization, the problem is solved in a reduced
formulation: the dependency of the state variables on the controls, i.e., q(ϕ), is explicitly satisfied
by fulfilling the state equations in every step throughout the optimization process, which allows to
solve a reduced control-space optimization problem in which the reduced cost functional J˜ (ϕ) ≡
J
(
ϕ, q(ϕ)
)
is minimized, subject only to the box constraints in Equations (6) and (7). The latter
problem is solved using the L-BFGS-B (limited-memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno with
bounds support) algorithm [43], which is an iterative quasi-Newton algorithm that uses gradient
information to construct and optimize a quadratic model of the cost functional in each iteration while
attempting to satisfy the strong Wolfe conditions [44]. As shown in Figure 2, within each optimization
window, the iterative procedure hence results in repeated alternating evaluations of the cost functional
(i.e., flow simulations using LES) and gradient (i.e., adjoint simulations, see below).
Instead of using a classical finite difference gradient approximation to determine ∇J˜ , which
would require a perturbed LES for every dimension in ϕ (typically in the order of 104–105),
the gradient is calculated using the continuous adjoint method. The adjoint methodology is widespread
in PDE-constrained optimization since it allows to quantify sensitivities of the cost functional
to control parameters at a computational expense independent of control space dimensionality
(see, e.g., Refs. [45–48]). The cost functional sensitivity is calculated by deriving and solving an auxiliary
set of equations related to the original state equations, called the adjoint equations:
− ∂ξ
∂t
+
(∇u˜)Tξ − (u˜ · ∇)ξ = −∇pi/ρ−∇ · τ∗sgs + Nt∑
i=1
f ∗i in Ω× (0, T] (8)
∇ · ξ = 0 in Ω× (0, T] (9)
−τdσi
dt
= −σi + 12 V
2
i (aVi − Xi)Ai i = 1, . . . , Nt in (0, T] (10)
−dηi
dt
=
1
2
Ĉ′T,iVi
[ ∫
Ω
(
( 3aVi − 2Xi)u˜−Viξ
)
· e‖,iRidx
+
∫
Ω
(
(3aVi − 2Xi) u˜−Viξ
)
· e⊥,i Qidx
]
i = 1, . . . , Nt in (0, T].
(11)
In these equations ξ, pi, σi, and ηi are the adjoint variables associated with the state variables
u˜, p˜, Ĉ′T,i, and θi from the original optimal control problem. Further, Xi is the adjoint disk-averaged
velocity defined analogously to its forward version Vi, and f
∗
i =
1
2 Ĉ
′
T,iVi( 3aVi − 2Xi)Rie⊥,i is the
adjoint turbine forcing. The rotational rotor footprintQi from Equation (11) is defined as
Qi =
∫
Ω
12(s− x) · e⊥,i
∆2
G(s− x)H[D/2− ||s− ti||2]δ[(s− t) · e⊥,i](s− ti) · e‖,i ds, (12)
and quantifies the dependence of the rotor footprintRi on the yaw angle θi. A further interpretation
and illustration of this term is given in Appendix A.4.4. The derivation of the standard transport
terms in the adjoint Navier-Stokes equations is well established in literature (see, e.g., Refs. [49,50]).
For the derivation of case-specific terms, such as the adjoint subgrid-scale Smagorinsky model, adjoint
turbine forcing, and adjoint thrust coefficient (Equation (10)), we refer the reader to Refs. [11,14].
The adjoint fringe forcing technique, facilitating non-cyclic adjoint simulations, is elaborated in
Goit et al. [12]. Finally, the adjoint yaw angle equation for ηi (Equation (11)) is newly presented
in this work, and is derived in the Appendix A.4. As shown in Appendix A.3, upon satisfaction of the
adjoint equations, the adjoint variables q∗ = [ξ(x, t), pi(x, t), σ(t), η(t)] can be subsequently used to
form straightforward analytical expressions for the gradient as
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∇J˜ ≡
[
∂J˜ /∂C′T
∂J˜ /∂ω
]
=
[
−σ
−η
]
. (13)
The accuracy of the continous adjoint gradient is verified with a finite difference gradient
approximation in Appendix A.5.
3. Numerical Setup and Case Description
This section discusses the simulation cases and setup details that will be used to assess the
potential of dynamic yaw control. A wind farm of 16 wind turbines with a rotor diameter D = 100 m
is considered. The turbines are arranged in a 4× 4 aligned pattern, with 6D spacing in both axial
and transversal directions. First, numerical setup parameters for the simulation and optimization are
discussed. Next, the different control cases are introduced.
3.1. Simulation Setup
The simulation domain has a total dimension of Lx × Ly × Lz = 4.8× 2.4× 1 km3, with Lx, Ly,
and Lz the streamwise, transversal, and vertical extent of the domain respectively. This domain is
discretized on a grid of Nx × Ny × Nz = 256× 128× 128 gridpoints. The final 10% of the streamwise
extent of the domain is used as a fringe region to impose inflow conditions. All cases apply periodic
boundary conditions on transversal domain boundaries.
Two different sets of simulations are considered. The first set is subjected to a constant and
uniform inflow with U∞ = 8 m s−1. In this case, the top and bottom boundaries are treated with
a symmetry condition, and the vertical location of the turbine hubs zh is placed at the vertical mid-plane
of the domain, i.e., zh/Lz = 0.5, in order to minimize any influence of vertical domain boundaries.
The second set applies unsteady turbulent inflow conditions, which are generated in a pressure-driven
precursor simulation of an unperturbed turbulent boundary layer with shifted periodic boundary
conditions [51], driven by a pressure gradient forcing of ∂x p∞/ρ = 2.5× 10−4 m s−2. This results
in a freestream wind speed at hub height fluctuating slightly above 8 m s−1. In this second set of
simulations, the top boundary is treated with a stress-free condition, and a high-Reynolds number
wall model is used at the bottom. The turbines are placed at a height of zh/Lz = 0.1 from the wall.
The wall model adds a wall stress consistent with a rough-wall logarithmic boundary layer profile with
roughness length z0/Lz = 10−4, resulting in a inflow turbulence intensity of about 8% at hub height.
Within the context of the receding-horizon methodology introduced in Section 2, the optimization
is performed over discrete time windows with optimization horizon T and flow advancement time
TA. Ideally, one would take a very large optimization horizon T, and a small flow advancement
time TA before recomputing the optimal control problem. However, in practice, T is limited due
to the inherent chaotic nature of turbulent flows that complicates control over long time horizons,
and TA should not be taken too small to avoid excessive computational costs. In the current work,
we use 6 consecutive windows, each with an optimization horizon T = 300 s and a flow advancement
time of TA = T/2 = 150 s, resulting in a total control time of 900 s. Note that, given a wind-farm
length of 3× 6D = 1800 m and a free-stream velocity U∞ = 8 m s−1, the wind-farm through-flow
time is approximately 225 s. Hence, the total control time comprises about 4 through-flows, and the
optimization horizon within each window covers about 1.33 through-flow times. Because of the
latter, each turbine row has the opportunity to take into account interaction with every downstream
row, and the sensitivity of power gains to the optimization horizon T is expected to be limited.
All time-averaged results shown below are based on statistics gathered after 300 s, so that wake
propagation time lag at startup is excluded. To limit computational efforts, we perform a fixed amount
of 80 L–BFGS–B iterations in each window, corresponding to approximately 160 PDE simulations
(forward or adjoint). Although formal convergence is not achieved for any of the cases after this amount
of iterations, it will be shown later that the relative ordering of the cases based on power extraction
is clear. Computational costs amount to approximately 35,000 corehours per optimization case for
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all 6 time windows combined on 112 Intel Broadwell architecture cores connected by an Enhanced
Data Rate (EDR) Infiniband network. The initial guess for the optimal controls within each window
is a steady thrust coefficient setpoint C′T = 2 and yaw rate ω = 0◦/s for all turbines. The sensitivity
of attainable power gains to T/TA, initial control guesses, and optimizer settings has been shown
to be limited in a prior study [14]. Simulation and optimization parameters are summarized below
in Table 1.
Simulations are initialized as follows: for the turbulent inflow case, a fully-developed
high-Reynolds number turbulent boundary layer is generated in the precursor inflow simulation by
simulating a perturbed logarithmic flow until a statistically-stationary state is achieved. For both the
turbulent and the uniform inflow cases the main wind-farm simulation is then advanced in time with
the proper inflow conditions for approximately five wind-farm flow-through times, after which the
effects of wind-farm start-up transients have subsided. These statistically stationary wind-farm flows
then serve as initial conditions for the control cases defined below. Planviews at hub height of these
initial conditions are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen from the Figure 3a that, given laminar inflow
conditions, turbine wakes are very deep and remain stable up until row 3, after which meandering and
vortex shedding starts to occur. These flow conditions can be regarded as somewhat artificial since,
in the ABL, background turbulence typically causes instant wake transition behind the turbine rotor.
Furthermore, it is documented in literature that numerical details such as grid resolution, subgrid-scale
modeling, and turbine models can have a significant impact on simulation results in case of constant
inflow, whereas in turbulent inflow this is much less the case [52–54]. In practice, this tends to lead
to artificially stabilized wakes with very low farm efficiencies (see, e.g., Refs [55,56]). Nevertheless,
this setup allows us to investigate control dynamics more easily, as we can rule out any reaction of the
optimization to the background variability. Furthermore, suppressed wake meandering and reduced
turbulence levels have been known to occur in wind farms submerged in stably stratified ABLs [57,58],
hence rendering the current case somewhat relevant for such situations. Figure 3b shows that, for the
turbulent inflow case, the background turbulence causes wake instabilities instantly, leading to
enhanced wake recovery and much more complex unsteady wake interactions between turbines.
Figure 3. Snapshots of initial conditions for optimal control cases. (a) Uniform and constant inflow.
(b) Turbulent inflow. Colors represent instantaneous streamwise velocity u˜x in m s−1. The black lines
represent wind turbine locations. The black dashed line indicates the start of the fringe region. R1–R4
and C1–C4 indicate the numbering convention used for turbine rows and columns respectively.
3.2. Control Cases
For each set of simulations, a steady reference case (R) with C′T = 2 and ω = 0◦/s is considered.
In this way, turbines in the reference case remain aligned with the mean-flow direction and operate at
Betz-optimal thrust coefficients. Further, a first yaw control case (Y) is defined, with a steady C′T = 2,
but turbines are allowed to yaw dynamically at a maximum rate of ωmax = 0.3◦/s, corresponding to the
maximum yaw rate of the conceptual NREL 5MW and the DOWEC 6MW turbines [59,60]. In addition,
a second yaw control case (Y5) is constructed, for which a higher maximum yaw rate of ωmax = 5◦/s
is selected. Although this significantly exceeds the capabilities of the abovementioned turbine design
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concepts, this case will allow to assess whether significant gains in power could be achieved by rapidly
yawing turbine designs, such as low-inertia two-bladed teeter hinge wind turbines [61].
Similar to earlier studies [13,14], also two induction control cases are considered, in which turbines can
adapt their thrust coefficient C′T with a characteristic timescale τ = 5 s: an underinductive case where
turbines are restricted to lowering C′T below the Betz-optimal value if desired (I2, with C′T,max = 2),
and an overinductive case in which also higher C′T values resulting in increased thrust forces are
allowed (I3, with C′T,max = 3). Finally, for both the latter cases, also the option of combining dynamic
induction control with the yaw control of case Y is considered, defining the yaw–induction cases I2Y
and I3Y respectively. The cases investigated in this study are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Setup parameters for optimal dynamic induction and yaw control cases.
Simulation Parameters
Domain size Lx × Ly × Lz = 4.8× 2.4× 1 km3
Turbine dimensions D = 0.1Lz = 100 m
Turbine spacing Sx = 6D, Sy = 6D
Windfarm layout Nt = 16 turbines = 4 rows × 4 columns
Grid size Nx × Ny × Nz = 256× 128× 128
Cell size ∆x × ∆y × ∆z = 18.75× 18.75× 7.8 m3
Time step ∆t = 0.75 s
Uniform inflow
Hub height zh/Lz = 0.5
Inflow velocity U∞ = 8 m s−1
Turbulent inflow
Hub height zh/Lz = 0.1
Precursor pressure gradient ∂x p∞/ρ = 2.5× 10−4 m s−2
Surface roughness z0 = 10−4H = 0.1 m
Optimization Parameters
Optimization method L–BFGS–B
Hessian correction pairs m = 5
BFGS iterations Nit = 80 (≈ 160 PDE)
Optimization time window T = 300 s
Flow advancement time window TA = 150 s
Total operation time Ttot = 900 s (6 windows)
Cases C′T ,min C′T ,max ωmax [◦/s]
Reference (R) 2 2 0
Yaw control (Y) 2 2 0.3
Fast yaw control (Y5) 2 2 5
Underinduction control (I2) 0 2 0
Overinduction control (I3) 0 3 0
Underinduction + yaw control (I2Y) 0 2 0.3
Overinduction + yaw control (I3Y) 0 3 0.3
4. Results and Discussion
The current section presents and discusses the results of the optimal control cases. Firstly,
the convergence behavior is illustrated for a typical optimization window in Section 4.1, justifying
the optimization parameters discussed in previous section. Thereafter, Section 4.2 and 4.3 present the
results of the uniform and turbulent inflow cases respectively. Concluding, Section 4.4 compares both
simulation sets and identifies the most promising control approaches.
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4.1. Convergence Behavior
Figure 4 illustrates the convergence behavior within the second optimization window. Figure 4a,c
show that, although formal convergence is not achieved for any of the cases, after 80 iterations,
the relative ordering of the cases is clear and we assume that further improvements in the cost function
for an increased amount of iterations are marginal. From Figure 4b,d it can be seen that the amount of
PDE evaluations (forward or adjoint) is approximately twice the amount of BFGS iterations, indicating
that the optimizer mostly takes Newton steps without a further line search. The strong increase
in PDE evaluations for the uniform cases I3 and I2Y can be explained by the fact that the limits of
continuous adjoint gradient accuracy complicate satisfaction of the Wolfe conditions upon approaching
a (local) optimum.
Figure 4. Convergence behavior for the second optimization window. Top (a,b) Uniform inflow.
Bottom (c,d) Turbulent inflow. Left (a,c) Cost functionalJ . Right (b,d) PDE evaluations (forward or
adjoint). Markers represent every fifteenth iteration step. The dashed vertical lines in (a,c) indicate
80 iterations, i.e. the amount of iterations used throughout this manuscript.
4.2. Uniform Inflow
Figure 5 depicts instantaneous planviews of velocity and vorticity at hub height at t = 300 s for
the reference case R, yawing case Y, overinductive case I3, and combined case I3Y. A first qualitative
comparison between flow fields illustrates different mechanisms for increasing power extraction.
Yawing case Y achieves wake direction, mixing, and later spreading through reorientation of turbine
thrust forces. In contrast, overinductive case I3 increases mixing by periodically shedding vortex
rings from upstream turbines, as indicated by the regions of increased vorticity in the turbine wakes.
Similar behavior was identified from the analysis of prior induction control studies [62]. Combined
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yaw–induction case I3Y shows a superposition of the aforementioned behavior, i.e., redirected wakes
with periodically shed vortices.
First, in Section 4.2.1 time-averaged power extraction and wind-farm efficiency are compared
between cases. Second, in Section 4.2.2 yaw characteristics of the yaw-enabled control cases Y, Y5,
I2Y, and I3Y are discussed. Time evolution of yaw angles is shown, and two distinct yawing regimes
are identified. Finally, the induction characteristics of induction-enabled cases I2, I3, I2Y, and I3Y are
shortly presented in Section 4.2.3.
Figure 5. Instantaneous planviews at hub height for uniform inflow cases R, Y, I3, and I3Y at t = 300 s.
Top: Streamwise velocity. Coloring in m s−1. Bottom: Wall-normal vorticity. Coloring in s−1.
4.2.1. Power Extraction and Wind-Farm Efficiency
Figure 6 illustrates time-averaged wind-farm power results. Figure 6a shows the row-averaged
power extraction of the optimal control and reference cases, normalized by first-row power in the
reference case PRR1. It is shown that all cases curtail first-row power by about 10–20% to the benefit of
downstream rows. Furthermore, yaw-enabled cases Y, Y5, and IY achieve an almost flat power curve
among rows, and significantly outperform the exclusively inductive cases I2 and I3, for which modest
gains are obtained only in the second and third row. Note especially the last row of case I3Y, which
achieves a power extraction close to freestream conditions. Remark that the better performance of
yaw over induction control is quantified here for a relatively small set of aligned turbines, and care
should be taken when extrapolating these results to wind farms of larger size and/or different layouts
(see further discussion in Section 5).
Figure 6b depicts the wind farm efficiency, defined with respect to a situation in which all turbines
extract the same power as a first-row reference case turbine, i.e., ηfarm = Pfarm/(NtP
R
R1). As expected
from the discussion in Section 3.1, the efficiency of the uncontrolled reference farm R is very low at
around 40%. The inductive cases I2 and I3 manage to increase the efficiency to approximately 50%,
whereas the standard yawing case Y attains an overall efficiency of about 77%. Further, it can be seen
that, under uniform inflow conditions, adding the possibility of fast yawing (case Y5) or underinduction
(case I2Y) yields only a very minor increase in wind-farm efficiency compared to case Y. In contrast,
the combined overinductive yaw control from case I3Y results in a significantly higher efficiency
of about 84%, indicating the potential for combining these control strategies under uniform inflow.
The figure also includes results for two additional control cases that are based on simplified controls
derived from the yaw characteristics of the optimal control case Y. Firstly, Ystat denotes a static yaw
control case based upon the time-averaged yaw angles of case Y. Secondly, Ymndr is a dynamic yaw
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control case in which the first-row turbines performs small yaw rotations in alternating directions.
These simplified control cases are further detailed and discussed below.
4.2.2. Yaw Characteristics
Figure 7 illustrates the time evolution of normalized power extraction and yaw angle for columns
C2 and C4 of the optimal yawing cases (Y, Y5, I2Y, and I3Y), as defined in Table 1. Columns C1 and C3
show similar behavior to either C2 or C4, and are omitted from the Figure for clarity of presentation.
The top panels of Figure 7 show that, for all optimal yaw cases, power is curtailed to a limited extent in
the first row, whereas power in downstream rows is increased significantly after a delay corresponding
to the wake advection time.
Figure 6. Wind-farm power extraction for reference case R, optimal control cases (Y, Y5, I2, I3, I2Y,
and I3Y), and derived control cases (Ystat and Ymndr). (a) Row-averaged power, normalized by
first-row power of reference case R. (b) Wind-farm efficiency ηfarm compared to situation in which
all turbines are first-row turbines of R case. Errorbars indicate confidence intervals of ± 2 standard
deviations and are calculated using the procedure detailed in Appendix C of Ref. [14].
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Figure 7. Time evolution of uniform inflow yaw-enabled cases for turbine columns C1 and C4.
Top: Turbine power extraction P, normalized by mean first row power in the uncontrolled reference
PRR1. Bottom: Yaw angle θ. Every line represents a single wind turbine. Line colors indicate different
turbine columns defined in Figure 3: The blue lines are for C2 and the orange lines are for C4.
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Turning to the time evolution of the yaw angle θ, a first observation is that, although the four
columns of the considered wind farm are statistically equivalent in the reference case, their behavior
in an optimal control setting is heterogeneous. The reason for this is that the cost functional gradient
used in the optimization process is based on the instantaneous flow conditions through the adjoint
equations. These conditions are not the same for different columns, e.g., the turbulence in the wakes
behind the third row observed in Figure 5 is different for every column, which can cause the optimizer
to converge to a different dominant control mechanism in different columns. For example, for cases Y
and I2Y, the first-row behavior of the yaw angle θ seems to exhibit a bifurcation between two limit
cycles. On the one hand, the first-row turbines in column C2 initially oscillates around the flow-aligned
yaw angle of 0◦, triggering a wake meandering type of motion. Similar behavior was observed for
columns C1 and C3. Column C4 on the other hand directly turns to a misaligned yaw angle of 30◦,
after which it shows some minor high frequency yaw oscillations. As shown in panel Y of Figure 5,
the former wake meandering mechanism mainly acts on increased wake spreading in the lateral
direction (columns C1, C2, and C3), and enhances recovery by increasing the contact area between
the wake and its surroundings. Turbine row 2 and 3 show more complex oscillations, with additional
variability in response to the unsteadiness in local flow conditions. In contrast, the first-row yaw
misalignment in column C4 creates a more shallow wake which is redirected such that it just misses
the downstream turbine. Downstream rows 2 and 3 exhibit some minor oscillations around a yaw
misalignment angle of ≈17◦, causing further yaw redirection downstream. Since there is no further
downstream potential for wake mixing or redirection, the final row consistently shows a yaw angle
aligned with the mean flow. Similar time evolutions of the yaw angle are observed for column C2 of
the combined yaw–induction case I2Y. In cases I3Y and Y5, the wake redirection regime is dominant,
except for the very early stage of the time window. In summary, two distinct and relatively simple
mechanisms for power increase through yaw control are found: on the one hand a dynamic wake
meandering regime is identified, and on the other hand a static wake redirection regime is observed.
These mechanisms are further analyzed below.
Static Yaw Regime—Wake Redirection
Figure 8 shows cross sections of the time-averaged axial velocity field from case Y, taken at
half a rotor diameter upstream of rows 2, 3, and 4 in column C4, for which turbines directly go to
static yaw angles of 30◦, 17◦, and 17◦ for the first, second, and third row respectively (see Figure 7).
The figure illustrates that the yaw misalignment of upstream turbines causes the wake to be redirected
away from the downstream ones. Moreover, as observed in recent studies, the wake induced by
the yaw-misaligned upstream turbines has a curled shape with counter-rotating vortices at its
top and bottom [22,24]. The current LES-based flow model allows to directly account for this in
developing the control strategies, as the wakes are curled just around the downstream turbines,
resulting from a trade-off between limiting upstream power loss and redirecting the wakes sufficiently.
It is important to note that such wake redirection and curling is not simply an artifact of the currently
used non-rotating ADM, since similar wake characteristics were also observed in rotating actuator
line models [24]. The static yaw wake redirection regime observed in the optimal control simulations
can be mimicked by imposing fixed yaw misalignments corresponding to the aforementioned values.
This simplified control case is denoted as Ystat.
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Figure 8. Time-averaged cross-sectional views of streamwise velocity u˜x for case Y at a distance
D/2 upstream of the downstream turbines in column C4. Arrows represent the projection of the
velocity vector on the cross-sectional plane. Dashed white lines indicate turbine rotor locations.
Coloring in m s−1.
It can be seen from Figure 6b that Ystat yields approximately the same wind-farm efficiency of
79% as the optimally controlled yawing cases Y and Y5, suggesting that, for the uniform inflow case,
any dynamic effects observed for turbines in the wake redirection regime are of very minor importance.
Furthermore, the fact that the expected value of Ystat is slightly higher than that of Y and Y5 can
be attributed to the fact that optimizations are not fully converged, finite-horizon effects possibly
have a small negative influence on the optimal control cases, and the wake meandering regime that is
present in some turbines for the optimal control cases yields slightly lower power than the pure wake
redirection of Ystat.
Dynamic Yaw Regime—Wake Meandering
Figure 9 shows row-averaged yaw angle power spectral densities Sθθ . We focus on relatively slow
dynamics: spectra are shown up to a Strouhal number St = f D/U∞ = 0.8, corresponding to variations
with a time period longer than 15 s. The figure shows that, for the upstream rows 1 to 3, the variance
of the fast yawing case Y5 is significantly higher than the slow yawing cases Y, I2Y, and I3Y. The first
row of case Y shows a significant peak around St = f D/U∞ = 0.2, corresponding to the frequency
of the aforementioned oscillations around aligned yaw angles, triggering wake meandering. Smaller
subsequent peaks at harmonics of this frequency are also observed. Indeed, a Strouhal number in the
range of 0.1–0.3 has been associated with natural wake meandering before in various studies [21,63].
Although attenuated, this peak seems to manifest itself to a limited degree in downstream rows as
well. Furthermore, traces of this behavior are also observed for case I2Y, for which it was already
mentioned that the first row of column C2 showed behavior consistent with a regime triggering
wake meandering. In contrast, as observed qualitatively from Figure 7, cases Y5 and I3Y show no
strongly coherent dynamic yaw characteristics, indicating that static wake redirection yaw is dominant
here. Similar to the simplified static yaw case derived from the wake redirection behavior in previous
paragraph, the wake meandering regime can be approximated by imposing a simple bang-bang control
on the first row turbines, with an alternating yaw rate ω = 0.3◦/s in both directions with a frequency
corresponding to a Strouhal number St = 0.2. The coherent dynamics and phase differences of the
yaw rates in the downstream turbines are more complex. Therefore, these turbines are not yawed in
the derived control case. This simplified case is further denoted as Ymndr. Figure 6b illustrated that,
by simply applying this bang-bang control in the first-row turbine, a wind-farm efficiency of about
72% can be attained.
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Figure 9. Row-averaged yaw angle power spectral densities Sθθ as a function of Strouhal number
St = f D/U∞. Spectra of different rows are shifted vertically for clarity. Horizontal dashed lines indicate
identical reference values for each row. Spectra are non-dimensionalized using σ2θY , the row-averaged
variance of the first row yaw angles in case Y.
4.2.3. Induction Characteristics
Figure 10 illustrates the time evolution of normalized power extraction and thrust coefficient of
the optimal induction cases (I2, I3, I2Y, and I3Y), as defined in Table 1. In contrast to the heterogeneous
behavior in different columns for the yaw angles as shown in Figure 7 above, the induction coefficient
behavior is similar for each column, and is illustrated for column C1 only. The top panels of Figure 10
indicates that, for the exclusively inductive cases I2 and I3, first-row power is pulsed severely, leading to
intermittent increases in downstream power extraction. This differs from the combined yaw–induction
cases, which show much smoother power extraction dynamics.
Figure 10. Time evolution of column C1 in uniform inflow induction-enabled cases. Top: Turbine
power extraction P, normalized by mean first row power in the uncontrolled reference PRR1. Bottom:
Thrust coefficient Ĉ′T .
Also the thrust coefficient dynamics vary significantly between different cases: the first-row thrust
coefficients of I2 and I3 exhibit periodic oscillatory traits, and the downstream rows of these cases show
somewhat more chaotic dynamics in response to unsteady flow conditions resulting from upstream
actuation. The period associated with the low-frequency components in the first-row thrust coefficient
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signal corresponds to the window length, i.e., 150 s, hence indicating that these cases are reacting to
finite-horizon effects. The higher frequencies in this signal are associated with the shedding of vortex
rings observed in Figure 11 as discussed above (see also Ref. [62]).
The underinductive yawing case I2Y features only minor deviations from the reference upper
bound value of Ĉ′T = 2, especially for t > 200 s. This can be explained based on the fact that, after this
time, most turbines are yawed with respect to the incoming flow as shown in Figure 7, resulting in
a lower axial velocity V, and hence a lower thrust force. Further reduction of this thrust force through
lower thrust coefficients seems to show only very limited potential in increasing wind-farm power.
A converse reasoning can be used to explain the induction characteristics in case I3Y: the higher
mean values of Ĉ′T in rows 1, 2, and 3 indicate that the wind farm benefits from compensating for
the thrust force reduction in yawed turbines by increasing their axial induction. Note that, for the
exclusively overinductive case I3, the mean thrust coefficient in the same rows is slightly lower than 2.
The last-row turbines of both overinductive cases (I3 and I3Y) are both aligned with the mean flow
and show a similar slight increase in the mean thrust coefficient.
The current section showed results for the constant uniform inflow cases. All controlled cases
increase wind-farm efficiency by a significant amount, with the yaw-enabled cases significantly
outperforming cases based on induction control only. Given the current quiescent ambient flow
conditions, simple yaw behavior was identified, i.e., dynamic yaw triggering wake meandering on
one hand, and steady yaw resulting in wake redirection on the other hand. Moreover, the simplified
control cases Ystat and Ymndr derived from this behavior attain similar wind-farm efficiencies as the
optimal control cases. In the next section, unsteady and turbulent inflow conditions are applied, and it
is investigated whether similar simplified control methods can be applied.
4.3. Turbulent Inflow
Figure 11 illustrates snapshots of instantaneous streamwise velocity and wall-normal vorticity at
hub height at t = 300 s for the reference case R, yawing case Y, overinductive case I3, and combined
yaw–overinductive case I3Y. In comparison to the uniform inflow set in Figure 5, the ambient
turbulence introduces background vorticity and already destabilizes turbine wakes even in the
reference case. Furthermore, wake behavior is much more chaotic and, although traces of wake
redirection can be observed for cases Y and I3Y, differences between the flow fields of different cases
are far less obvious than in uniform inflow.
Figure 11. Instantaneous planviews at hub height for turbulent inflow cases at t = 300 s.
Top: Streamwise velocity. Coloring in m s−1. Bottom: Wall-normal vorticity. Coloring in s−1.
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Similar to the presentation of uniform inflow results in the previous section, firstly power
extraction and wind-farm efficiency are illustrated, after which the induction characteristics of
inductive cases are shown. Finally, the yaw and power characteristics of the yaw-enabled control cases
are described.
4.3.1. Power Extraction and Wind-Farm Efficiency
Figure 12 depicts time-averaged wind-farm power results in the same manner as Figure 6.
Figure 12a illustrates the row-averaged power extraction for the reference and optimal control cases.
Note firstly the much higher power extraction in rows 2 and 3 for the reference case than in the uniform
set, caused by the natural destabilization and mixing of turbine wakes by the ambient turbulence.
Further, the figure shows that first-row power is being curtailed in all controlled cases. However,
for the inductive cases I2 and I3, this curtailment is limited to below 5%. Significant power gains
are achieved in all downstream rows of the inductive cases, except for the second row of I2. For the
yaw-enabled cases, curtailment in the first row is smaller than in the uniform inflow set at around 15%,
yet similar flattened power profiles are obtained.
Figure 12b illustrates the wind-farm efficiency for the reference case and the optimal control cases.
Similar to the set of uniform inflow cases, also for turbulent inflow two simplified control cases Ystat
and Ymndr are defined. These cases are further described and discussed below. A first observation is
the higher reference efficiency at 58% compared to the uniform inflow value of 40%. Further, the power
variability has increased in all cases, as indicated by the wider confidence intervals of the expected
values (procedure for calculation of confidence intervals further detailed in Appendix C of Ref. [14]).
The exclusively inductive cases I2 and I3 achieve wind-farm efficiencies of 63% and 67% respectively.
The optimal yaw cases Y, Y5, I2Y, and I3Y attain slightly higher efficiencies of 70%, 75%, 73%, and 78%
respectively. Note that, for unsteady ambient flow conditions, the faster yaw rate in case Y5 significantly
increases the efficiency over the standard yaw case Y. The addition of underinduction control (I2Y)
provides a small benefit over standard yaw control (Y), but the highest efficiency is again achieved by
overinductive yaw control (I3Y).
Figure 12. Wind-farm power extraction for reference case R, optimal control cases (Y, Y5, I2, I3, I2Y, and
I3Y), and derived control cases (Ystat and Ymndr). (a) Column-averaged power per row, normalized
by first-row power of reference case R. (b) Wind-farm efficiency ηfarm compared to situation in which
all turbines are first-row turbines of R case. Errorbars indicate confidence intervals of ± 2 standard
deviations and are calculated using the procedure detailed in Appendix C of Ref. [14].
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4.3.2. Yaw Characteristics
Figure 13 indicates that both power and yaw angle exhibit significantly more variability compared
to the uniform inflow set for all cases. Since wake meandering is already naturally triggered in
turbulent boundary layers, the typical wake meandering regime with oscillations around yaw-aligned
conditions is not directly observed for any of the cases here. The yaw-enabled cases all seem to turn to
the wake redirection regime, characterized by approximately the same yaw angles as in the uniform
inflow cases. Note however that there is significant response of the yaw angle to background variability
in local flow conditions for all cases, even causing the yaw angle to flip signs sometimes.
Figure 14 illustrates time-averaged cross sections of streamwise velocity D/2 upstream of the
column C4 turbines for reference case R and yawing case Y. Although wake redirection is complicated
by the unsteady inflow, similar deflected and curl-shaped wakes with counter-rotating vortex pairs
can be observed for case Y, albeit less explicit than in uniform inflow. Similar characteristics were
observed for the other yawing cases Y5, I2Y, and I3Y (not further shown here). Given this information,
a similar simplified steady yaw redirection case Ystat was defined, based on the same yaw angles as in
the uniform inflow set, i.e., 30◦, 17◦, and 17◦ in rows 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Figure 12b illustrates that,
although steady yaw control succesfully increases wind-farm efficiency to 66%, this value is surpassed
significantly by the dynamic yawing cases presented above.
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Figure 13. Time evolution of turbulent inflow yaw-enabled cases for columns C2 and C4. Top: Turbine
power extraction P, normalized by mean first row power in the uncontrolled reference PRR1. Bottom:
Yaw angle θ. Every line represents a single wind turbine. Line colors indicate different turbine columns
defined in Figure 3: The blue lines are for C2 and the orange lines are for C4.
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R R R
Y Y Y
Figure 14. Time-averaged cross-sectional views of streamwise velocity u˜x at a distance D/2 upstream
of the downstream turbines in column C4. Arrows represent the projection of the velocity vector on the
cross-sectional plane. Dashed white lines indicate turbine rotor locations. Coloring in m s−1.
Figure 15 shows the yaw angle power spectral density Sθθ . Although much less apparent than in
the uniform inflow, faint local increases in some of the spectra around St = 0.2 can be seen. This raises
the suspicion that also in the turbulent inflow case, for which wake meandering is already triggered
naturally, the optimizer possibly reinforces meandering through yaw actuation in this frequency range.
Therefore, an identical meandering case Ymndr, with bang-bang yaw control at a rate of ω = 0.3◦/s in
the first row was defined. However, Figure 12b indicates that this strategy does not lead to an increase
in wind-farm efficiency.
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Figure 15. Row-averaged yaw angle power spectral densities Sθθ as a function of Strouhal number
St = f D/U∞. Spectra of different rows are shifted vertically for clarity. Horizontal dashed lines indicate
identical reference values for each row. Spectra are non-dimensionalized using σ2θY , the row-averaged
variance of the first row yaw angles in case Y.
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4.3.3. Induction Characteristics
Figure 16 depicts the time evolution of power and induction coefficient for the inductive cases
I2, I3, I2Y, and I3Y. Similar to the yaw angles described above, also the thrust coefficient appears
much more chaotic than in the uniform inflow set, and shows no visually apparent signs of periodic
repetitions in control signals. The underinductive cases I2 and I2Y show little deviation from the
upper bound. The overinductive cases show similar behavior to the uniform inflow set, i.e., variations
around the reference value of Ĉ′T = 2 for I3, and a slight increase in mean thrust coefficient for I3Y.
Figure 16. Time evolution of column C1 in turbulent inflow induction-enabled cases. Top: Turbine
power extraction P, normalized by mean first row power in the uncontrolled reference PRR1.
Bottom: Thrust coefficient Ĉ′T .
4.4. Discussion
Table 2 provides an overview of the efficiencies and power gains attained by each of the control
cases described in the previous sections. From the table it can be seen that the relative order, based
on wind-farm efficiency, is the same for turbulent and uniform inflow conditions. For cases based on
exclusively induction control, i.e., I2 and I3, it can be seen that, although the relative increase is larger
for uniform inflow, the overall attainable wind-farm efficiency is higher for turbulent inflow conditions.
Further results show that, for the current setup with a relatively small aligned wind farm,
all yaw-enabled cases consistently outperform cases based solely on axial induction control. However,
the gap between both is significantly larger for uniform inflow than for turbulent inflow. The main
reason for this is that the yawing cases perform better in the absence of inflow turbulence due to the
fact that a constant incoming flow allows wakes to be redirected more easily.
The benefits of combining underinductive axial induction control with yaw control (I2Y) are
relatively small: as shown in Figures 7 and 13, thrust coefficients are barely reduced from their initial
upper bound since the thrust forces exerted by turbines in yaw are already reduced through smaller
axial velocity components. In contrast, combining overinductive axial induction control with yaw (I3Y)
holds much greater promise: in addition to an increase in the mean thrust coefficients, also dynamic
thrust variations are observed in Figures 10 and 16, resulting in the highest wind-farm efficiencies
obtained for all cases. More specifically, for the current case, Table 2 shows that, given turbulent inflow,
the gains obtained by overinduction and yaw control are nearly additive, i.e., with a 34% increase
for the combined case I3Y, and increases of 21% and 15% for the yawing case Y and overinductive
case I3 respectively.
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Based on the time evolution of yaw angles in Figures 7 and 13 two simplified cases were defined:
a static yaw control case (Ystat) that steadily deflects wakes away from downstream turbines, and
a dynamic yaw control case (Ymndr) that imposes an alternating bang-bang control in the first-row
turbine to reinforce downstream meandering of the wake. It is important to stress that these are control
strategies derived from observations in the optimal control simulations, but no optimization was
employed upon generating their control signals.
The yaw angles used in Ystat, as derived from the dynamic cases, are the same for uniform and
turbulent inflow. This indicates that the misalignment angles for steady yaw control are determined
by the wind-farm layout geometry, and the dependence on flow conditions is minor. Although Ystat
attains virtually identical efficiencies as the dynamic yaw cases Y and Y5 under uniform inflow,
its performance under unsteady turbulent flow conditions is surpassed significantly by the latter
dynamic cases. This suggests that, in turbulent flows, yaw dynamics play a significant role in increasing
wind-farm power in response to continuously changing flow conditions and incident flow angles.
This claim is supported by the observation that case Y5 significantly outperforms case Y for turbulent
inflow, where this is not true for uniform inflow.
Table 2. Summary of wind-farm efficiencies and power gains. Optimal control cases are sorted based
on farm efficiency.
Control case Abbreviation ηuniformfarm η
turbulent
farm
Greedy control
Reference R 0.40 0.58
Optimal control
Underinduction I2 0.49 [+23%] 0.63 [+8%]
Overinduction I3 0.53 [+34%] 0.67 [+15%]
Yaw Y 0.77 [+92%] 0.70 [+21%]
Underinduction + yaw I2Y 0.77 [+93%] 0.73 [+25%]
Fast yaw Y5 0.78 [+95%] 0.75 [+28%]
Overinduction + yaw I3Y 0.84 [+110%] 0.78 [+34%]
Simplified control
Steady yaw Ystat 0.79 [+97%] 0.66 [+14%]
Meandering yaw Ymndr 0.72 [+79%] 0.57 [–2%]
Further, simplified case Ymndr succeeds in significantly increasing wind-farm efficiency under
uniform inflow, and even surpasses the optimization-based induction cases I2 and I3. This is
a remarkable result for this very simple control strategy in which active turbines in the first row
perform a simple flapping motion, whereas downstream turbines remain passive as in the reference
case. However, in turbulent inflow conditions the same strategy did not lead to an increase in power
extraction. This can be explained by the fact that meandering is already triggered naturally in turbulent
boundary layers. Instead of actively reinforcing downstream wake meandering, the faint traces of
spectral peaks at St = 0.2 observed in Figure 15 might therefore simply be the response of yawing
turbines to variability in the incident flow angle induced by natural upstream wake meandering.
Another hypothesis is that reinforcing natural meandering requires more complex control of the yaw
rate than the currently considered bang-bang control, and that the phase of yaw angle variations
might have to be matched to local flow conditions. Further research is required to confirm or negate
these hypotheses.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
The current manuscripts investigated the potential of dynamic axial induction and dynamic yaw
control for power maximization in an aligned 4× 4 wind farm using large-eddy simulations. A suite of
control cases was defined: a set of axial induction control cases with underinductive and overinductive
behavior, a set of yaw control cases with standard and high yaw rates, and a set of cases combining
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induction control with yaw control. For all control cases both uniform and turbulent inflow conditions
were considered. In both inflow regimes, yaw control was found to be more effective than induction
control for the given wind farm. Furthermore, the significant potential of combining overinduction
control with yaw control was shown. Also, distinct regimes in the yaw control cases were identified,
a steady yaw wake redirection regime, and a dynamic yawing regime reinforcing wake meandering.
Although the former regime was found to be robust to the turbulence levels in the inflow, the latter only
achieved an increase in power extraction for uniform conditions. For uniform inflow conditions, it was
found that dynamic yawing adds little additional benefit over static wake redirection. In contrast,
unsteady yawing allows turbines to adapt to continuously changing local flow conditions, and it was
shown that this further increases farm power extraction for turbulent inflow conditions.
As discussed above, for the given wind-farm setup, yaw control is more favorable than induction
control. An important remark to make is that, as, e.g., observed in Figure 5 the yawing cases deflect
wakes in the transversal direction, and extract energy from the unperturbed flow in the channels
between turbine columns. However, in larger wind farms with greater streamwise extent, these
channels are naturally depleted of kinetic energy in the downstream regions of the farm due to wake
expansion (see for example Ref. [64], Figure 6). As a result, in the downstream regions of very large
wind farms, power extraction is governed by vertical transport of kinetic energy [42,65]. Furthermore,
transversal wake redirection in large yaw-controlled wind farms will lead to wakes interacting with
other columns. In contrast, induction control allows for a more isotropic entrainment of kinetic energy,
including in the vertical direction. The relative profitability of yaw and induction control is therefore
probably dependent on wind-farm size, and turbines might prefer one mechanism over the other
depending on their position within the farm. Moreover, also the wind-farm layout is expected to affect
which control mechanism yields more power gains, e.g., the opportunities for wake redirection in
aligned wind farms are much better than in staggered wind farms, where deflected wakes will more
easily hit turbines in neighboring columns. The question of which control strategy is more effective in
larger wind farms with various layouts is subject of ongoing research.
Further, it is important to note that offshore wind farms typically operate at upstream turbulence
intensity (TI) levels of 5–8%, in between the limit cases of uniform (TI = 0%) and turbulent inflow
(TI = 8%) considered here [66,67]. Moreover, it was already mentioned that in stably stratified boundary
layers, turbulence levels are further reduced and wake meandering is suppressed [57,58]. Therefore,
the main differences between uniform and turbulent inflow observed here, i.e., the viability of the
alternating yawing from Ymndr, and the importance of including dynamic yaw in addition to steady
redirection, should be further investigated based on a range of atmospheric conditions for particular
wind farms. Also, throughout this work we considered a constant wind direction and flow forcing.
When quantifying potential power gains for real wind farms, the annual distribution of wind speed
and velocities at the given site should be taken into account in the flow forcing.
The current optimization studies have been performed using relatively simple non-rotating
actuator disk models for the wind turbine rotors without the inclusion of towers or nacelles. Although
it has been shown that, by using this approach, the fidelity of far wake characteristics is satisfactory,
the credibility of the current power gains and control strategies in practice could be further increased
through wind-tunnel testing and similar optimization studies with more detailed turbine models,
e.g., by adding drag forces for the tower and nacelle or by representing the rotor with an actuator line
model. These are topics for future work. Finally, note that the current study optimizes power at all
costs, and did not account for any undesirable loading characteristics. These should also be considered
upon thoroughly comparing induction and yaw control for practical purposes. In this latter case,
a detailed turbine representation is of high importance.
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Appendix A. Derivation and Verification of the Adjoint Yaw Angle Equation and the
Adjoint Gradient
In this appendix, we derive the adjoint yaw angle equation in Equation (11) and the resulting
adjoint cost functional gradient in Equation (13). Furthermore, the continuous adjoint gradient is
verified through comparison with a finite difference gradient approximation.
The derivation of the adjoint equations in this appendix is performed using the formal Lagrangian
approach [47,48], and is elaborated in a similar fashion as in Goit and Meyers [11]. Firstly, inner
products and functional gradients are defined in Appendix A.1. Next, the Lagrangian functional for
the optimization problem at hand is introduced in Appendix A.2. Then, the derivations of the adjoint
gradient expression and adjoint yaw angle equation are presented in Appendix A.3 and Appendix A.4
respectively. Finally, the adjoint gradient is verified with a finite difference gradient approximation in
Appendix A.5.
Appendix A.1. Definition of Inner Products and Functional Gradients
We define inner products between state variables q1 and q2, and between control variablesϕ1 and
ϕ2 respectively as
(
q1, q2
)
=
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
u˜1 · u˜2 dx dt +
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
p˜1 p˜2 dx dt +
∫ T
0
Ĉ
′
T,1 · Ĉ′T,2 dt +
∫ T
0
θ1 · θ2 dt, (A1)(
ϕ1,ϕ2
)
=
∫ T
0
C′T,1 · C′T,2 dt +
∫ T
0
ω1 ·ω2 dt. (A2)
In these equations, the · operator denotes a dot product between three-dimensional tensor fields,
e.g., u˜(x, t) =
[
u˜x(x, t), u˜y(x, t), u˜z(x, t)
]
, or Nt-dimensional vectors, e.g., θ(t) =
[
θ1(t), . . . , θNt(t)
]
,
where appropriate. In addition, inner products between elements of state and control variables are
defined in a similar way, for instance
(
u˜1, u˜2
)
=
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
u˜1 · u˜2 dx dt, and
(
ω1,ω2
)
=
∫ T
0
ω1 ·ω2 dt. (A3)
The gradient of a differentiable functional is defined as the Riesz representation of its
derivative [47,48]. For example, using the definition of the Gâteaux derivative for a direction δϕ
in a Hilbert space H, the gradient of the reduced cost functional ∇J˜ is defined through
J˜ϕ(δϕ) ≡ ddαJ˜ (ϕ+ αδϕ)
∣∣∣∣
α=0
=
(∇J˜ , δϕ) = ∫ T
0
∇J˜ · δϕ dt ∀ δϕ ∈ H (A4)
Appendix A.2. Definition of Lagrangian Functional
For ease of derivation and notation, we augment the original optimization problem in (1) with
some additional trivial state constraints containing the definitions for the geometric rotor footprint
Ri, the rotor-perpendicular vector e⊥,i, and the rotor disk velocity Vi. The box constraints in (6) and
(7) are explicitly taken into account by the L–BFGS–B optimization algorithm, and are omitted in the
remainder of the derivation. The resulting augmented optimal control problem hence looks as follows:
Note that, throughout this text, δ[a ] denotes the Dirac delta function applied to a scalar argument a,
whereas δh represents a variation of a functional h.
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minimize
ϕ,q
J (ϕ, q) = −
∫ T
0
Nt
∑
i=1
1
2
C′P,i V
3
i Aidt (A5)
s.t.
∂u˜
∂t
+
(
u˜ · ∇) u˜ = −∇( p˜ + p˜∞)/ρ−∇ · τsgs + Nt∑
i=1
−1
2
Ĉ′T,i V
2
i Ri(x) e⊥,i in Ω× (0, T], (A6)
∇ · u˜ = 0 in Ω× (0, T], (A7)
τ
dĈ′T,i
dt
= C′T,i − Ĉ′T,i i = 1, . . . , Nt in (0, T], (A8)
dθi
dt
= ωi i = 1, . . . , Nt in (0, T], (A9)
Ri(x) =
∫
Ω
G(s− x) H[D/2− ||s− ti||2] δ[(s− ti) · e⊥,i] ds i = 1, . . . , Nt in (0, T], (A10)
e⊥,i = ex cos θi + ey sin θi i = 1, . . . , Nt in (0, T], (A11)
Vi =
1
Ai
∫
Ω
Ri(s) u˜ · e⊥,i ds i = 1, . . . , Nt in (0, T]. (A12)
Further, we define the Lagrangian of this optimization problem by adding the state constraints,
with shorthand notation B(ϕ, q), to the cost functional through inner product with the adjoint variables
q∗ = [ξ,pi, σ1, . . . , σNt , η1, . . . , ηNt , ρ1, . . . , ρNt ,γ1, . . . ,γNt ,χ1, . . . ,χNt ], which serve as Lagrange
multipliers. The additional variables ρi,γi, and χi are the adjoint counterparts of Ri, e⊥,i, and Vi,
resulting from including the definitions of the latter as explicit constraints in (A10)–(A12). The resulting
Lagrangian is expressed as follows:
L (ϕ, q, q∗) ≡J (ϕ, q) +
(
B(ϕ, q), q∗
)
=
∫ T
0
Nt
∑
i=1
−1
2
a Ĉ′T,i V
3
i Aidt
+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
{
∂u˜
∂t
+
(
u˜ · ∇) u˜+∇( p˜ + p˜∞)/ρ+∇ · τsgs − Nt∑
i=1
f i
}
· ξdxdt
+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
{
∇ · u˜
}
pidxdt
+
∫ T
0
Nt
∑
i=1
{
τ
dĈ′T,i
dt
− C′T,i + Ĉ′T,i
}
σidt
+
∫ T
0
Nt
∑
i=1
{
dθi
dt
−ωi
}
ηidt
+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
Nt
∑
i=1
{
Ri(x)−
∫
Ω
G(s− x) H[D/2− ||s− ti||2] δ[(s− ti) · e⊥,i] ds}ρidxdt
+
∫ T
0
Nt
∑
i=1
{
e⊥,i − ex cos θi − ey sin θi
}
· γidt
+
∫ T
0
Nt
∑
i=1
{
Vi − 1Ai
∫
Ω
Ri(s) u˜ · e⊥,i ds
}
χidt.
(A13)
The adjoint Equations in (8)–(11) can then be found by postulating vanishing gradients of
the Lagrangian as Lqj(δqj) = (∂L /∂qj, δqj) = 0 with respect to each of the state variables qj in
q = [u˜, p˜, Ĉ′T,1, . . . , Ĉ
′
T,Nt , θ1, . . . , θNt ,R1, . . . ,RNt , e⊥,1, . . . , e⊥,Nt , V1, . . . , VNt ] for all possible variations
δqj (see, e.g., Refs. [47,48,68]). Further, given that these equations are satisfied, the gradient of the
reduced cost functional can be found by expressing the sensitivity of the Lagrangian to the control
variables as Lϕj(δϕj) for the control parameters ϕj in ϕ = [C
′
T,1, . . . , C
′
T,Nt ,ω1, . . . ,ωNt ]. Since the
reduced formulation of the optimization problem by definition implies that B
(
ϕ, q(ϕ)
)
= 0, it can be
found that the reduced cost functional J˜ and the LagrangianL are in fact equivalent [68], i.e.,
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J˜ (ϕ) = L (ϕ, q(ϕ), q∗) =J
(
ϕ, q(ϕ)
)
+
(
B
(
ϕ, q(ϕ)
)
, q∗
)
(A14)
Appendix A.3. Derivation of Adjoint Gradient
The cost functional gradient ∇J˜ can be found trivially by evaluating the derivative of the
Lagrangian in (A13) with respect to the thrust setpoints and yaw rate controls as
LC′T,i (δC
′
T,i) =
(
∂L /∂C′T,i, δC
′
T,i
)
=
(
∂J˜ /∂Ĉ′T,i, δĈ
′
T,i
)
=
∫ T
0
−σi δC′T,idt, (A15)
Lωi (δωi) =
(
∂L /∂ωi, δωi
)
=
(
∂J˜ /∂ωi, δωi
)
=
∫ T
0
−ηi δωidt. (A16)
Hence leading to the gradient expression given in (13):
∇J˜ ≡
[
∂J˜ /∂C′T
∂J˜ /∂ω
]
=
[
−σ
−η
]
. (A17)
Appendix A.4. Derivation of Adjoint Yaw Angle Equation
The current section discusses the derivation of the adjoint yaw angle Equation (11). To keep
notations concise and the derivation clear, we will proceed by first deriving some auxiliary adjoint
equations for the rotor footprintRi and the disk velocity Vi. These will yield straightforward algebraic
expressions for the adjoint variables ρi and χi respectively, which will be substituted within the
derivation of the equation for the adjoint rotor-perpendicular vector γi. Thereafter, the adjoint yaw
angle equation for the adjoint variable ηi will follow in a straightforward manner.
Appendix A.4.1. Adjoint Disk Velocity Equation
The adjoint disk velocity equation for the adjoint variable χi is found by expressing the functional
derivative of the LagrangianL to the disk velocity Vi, and equalizing to zero for all possible variations
δVi, with i = 1, . . . , Nt:
LVi (δVi) =
(
∂L /∂Vi, δVi
)
=
∫ T
0
−1
2
a Ĉ′T,i3V
2
i Ai δVi dt +
∫ T
0
1
2
Ĉ′T,i2ViXi Ai δVi dt +
∫ T
0
χi δVi dt = 0. (A18)
This leads to the following expression for the adjoint variable χi:
χi =
1
2
Ĉ′T,iVi( 3aVi − 2Xi) Ai for i = 1, . . . , Nt. (A19)
Appendix A.4.2. Adjoint Rotor Footprint Equation
The adjoint rotor footprint equation for the adjoint variable ρi is found by expressing the derivative
of the LagrangianL to the footprintRi:
LRi (δRi) =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
1
2
Ĉ′T,iV
2
i e⊥,i · ξ δRi dx dt +
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ρi δRi dx dt +
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
− χi
Ai
u˜ · e⊥,i δRi dx dt = 0, (A20)
leading to a straightforward expression of the adjoint variable ρi:
ρi =
(
χi
Ai
u˜− 1
2
Ĉ′T,iV
2
i ξ
)
· e⊥,i = 12 Ĉ
′
T,iVi
(
3aViu˜− 2Xiu˜−Viξ
)
· e⊥,i for i = 1, . . . , Nt. (A21)
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Appendix A.4.3. Adjoint Rotor-Perpendicular Vector Equation
Similar to the previous sections, the equation for the adjoint rotor-perpendicular vector γi is
derived by expressing the derivative of the LagrangianL to e⊥,i:
Le⊥,i (δe⊥,i) =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
1
2
Ĉ′T,iV
2
i Riξ · δe⊥,idx dt−
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
χi
Ai
Riu˜ · δe⊥,idx dt +
∫ T
0
γi · δe⊥,idt
+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
−ρi
{ ∫
Ω
G(s− x)H[D/2− ||s− ti||2] δ′[(s− ti) · e⊥,i] (s− ti) · δe⊥,i ds}dx dt. (A22)
The final term in the equation above requires some further attention. The derivative operator on
the Dirac delta function can be transferred to the other terms using partial integration by invoking
a coordinate transformation from the LES reference frame (ex, ey, ez) to the rotor reference frame
(e⊥,i, e‖,i, ez), defining a new integration variable ζ = Rs with R a rotation matrix from the LES to the
rotor reference. In doing so, the term between brackets in Equation (A22) can be rewritten as
∫
Ω
G(s− x)H[D/2− ||s− ti||2] dδ[(s− ti) · e⊥,i]d(s− ti) · e⊥,i (s− ti) ds
=
∫
Ω
G(ζ − Rx)H[D/2− ||ζ − Rti||2] dδ[ζ1 − Rti · ζˆ1]dζ1 (ζ − Rti) dζ
=−
∫
Ω
d
dζ1
{
G(ζ − Rx)H[D/2− ||ζ − Rti||2](ζ − Rti)}δ[ζ1 − (Rti)1] dζ,
(A23)
where the boundary terms drop out by the definition of the Dirac delta function. Furthermore, using
the chain rule and properties of the Dirac delta function the expression above can be written as
−
∫
Ω
d
dζ1
{
G(ζ − Rx)H[D/2− ||ζ − Rti||2](ζ − Rti)}δ[ζ1 − (Rti)1] dζ
= −
∫
Ω
G(ζ − Rx)H[D/2− ||ζ − Rti||2]δ[ζ1 − (Rti)1]{ζˆ1 − 12ζ1 − (Rx)1∆2 (ζ − Rti)
}
dζ
= −
∫
Ω
G(s− x)H[D/2− ||s− ti||2]δ[(s− t) · e⊥,i]{e⊥,i − 12(s− x) · e⊥,i∆2 (s− ti)
}
ds.
(A24)
where the last step transforms the coordinate system back to the LES frame of reference. Further,
defining the auxiliary variable Qi =
∫
Ω
12(s−x)·e⊥,i
∆2 (s − ti)G(s − x)H
[
D/2 − ||s − ti||2
]
δ
[
(s − t) ·
e⊥,i
]
ds for ease of notation, we find
∫
Ω
G(s− x)H[D/2− ||s− ti||2] δ′[(s− ti) · e⊥,i] (s− ti) ds = −Rie⊥,i +Qi. (A25)
Substituting expression (A25) into Equation (A22), along with the expressions for ρi
(Equation (A21)) and χi (Equation (A19)) yields:
Le⊥,i (δe⊥,i) = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
1
2
Ĉ′T,iVi
{
3aViu˜− 2Xiu˜−Viξ
}
Ri · δe⊥,idxdt +
∫ T
0
γi · δe⊥,idt
+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
1
2
Ĉ′T,iVi
{(
3aViu˜− 2Xiu˜−Viξ
)
· e⊥,i
}
Rie⊥,i · δe⊥,i ds
−
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
1
2
Ĉ′T,iVi
{(
3aViu˜− 2Xiu˜−Viξ
)
· e⊥,i
}
Qi · δe⊥,i ds.
(A26)
Since there is no rotor tilt, it can be seen that v− (v · e⊥,i)e⊥,i = (v · e‖,i)e‖,i, for any vector v in
Ω× (0, T]. Hence,
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Le⊥,i (δe⊥,i) =
∫ T
0
γi · δe⊥,idt
−
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
1
2
Ĉ′T,iVi
{(
3aViu˜− 2Xiu˜−Viξ
)
· e‖,i
}
Rie‖,i · δe⊥,idxdt
−
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
1
2
Ĉ′T,iVi
{(
3aViu˜− 2Xiu˜−Viξ
)
· e⊥,i
}
Qi · δe⊥,i ds
(A27)
Equating to zero finally yields the expression for the adjoint rotor-perpendicular vector γi:
γi =
1
2
Ĉ′T,iVi
∫
Ω
[{(
3aViu˜− 2Xiu˜−Viξ
)
· e‖,i
}
Rie‖,i +
{(
3aViu˜− 2Xiu˜−Viξ
)
· e⊥,i
}
Qi
]
ds. (A28)
Appendix A.4.4. Adjoint Yaw Angle Equation
The current section derives the adjoint equation for the adjoint yaw angle ηi, required for the
evaluation of the cost functional yaw sensitivity in Equation (A16). Similar to previous sections,
the derivation starts by expressing the functional derivative of the Lagrangian to the yaw angle θi:
Lθi (δθi) =
∫ T
0
γi ·
{
ex sin θi − ey cos θi
}
δθi dt +
∫ T
0
dδθi
dt
ηi dt (A29)
=
∫ T
0
{
− dηi
dt
− e‖,i · γi
}
δθidt = 0, (A30)
where partial integration on the time derivative is performed, and a terminal condition ηi(T) = 0 is
applied, leading to vanishing boundary terms. This yields an ordinary differential equation for ηi:
− dηi
dt
= e‖,i · γi for i = 1, . . . , Nt. (A31)
Substituting the expression for γi from Equation (A28), this expression can be rewritten as
−dηi
dt
=
1
2
Ĉ′T,iVi
∫
Ω
[{(
3aViu˜− 2Xiu˜−Viξ
)
· e‖,i
}
Ri +
{(
3aViu˜− 2Xiu˜−Viξ
)
· e⊥,i
}
Qi
]
ds, (A32)
which is the adjoint equation for ηi featured in Equation (11). In this equation, the shorthand notation
for the filter kernelQi is introduced as:
Qi = Qi · e‖,i =
∫
Ω
12(s− x) · e⊥,i
∆2
G(s− x)H[D/2− ||s− ti||2]δ[(s− t) · e⊥,i](s− ti) · e‖,i ds. (A33)
Figure A1 illustrates both the original filter kernel R and the new filter kernel Qi. It can be
seen from the figure thatQi quantifies the rate of change in the rotor geometrical footprintRi upon
perturbing the yaw angle θ. Therefore, Qi can be regarded as a yaw-sensitivity footprint. Further,
given Equation (A16), it can be seen that the right-hand-side of Equation (A32) acts as a driving term
for the yaw rate sensitivity. The first term in the right-hand-side is associated with the flow currently
parallel to the rotor, which is hence not captured given its current orientation, imposing an incentive
for reorientation of the rotor. The second on the other hand is associated with the flow perpendicular to
the rotor just before or behind the rotor plane. This term causes an incentive for yawing since a change
in rotor locus (i.e., where the flow field is sampled by the ADM) would allow power to be extracted
from these terms.
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Figure A1. Geometrical filter kernels in Equation (A32). (a,c) Original stationary rotor footprint R.
(b,d) New yaw-sensitivity footprintQ. (a,b) Planview at hub height. (c,d) Cross section through plane
indicated by dot dashed line in (a,b).
Appendix A.5. Verification of Adjoint Gradient
The current section aims to verify the continuous adjoint method applied in this manuscript
through comparison with a finite difference approximation of the cost functional gradient. Since
the accuracy of the continuous adjoint method is dependent on the spatiotemporal resolution with
which the equations are discretized, the test is performed on a case with identical resolution as the
cases defined in the main text. To limit computational cost, a domain of reduced size with only
2 aligned turbines is considered. The simulation domain of 2.4× 0.6× 0.5 km3 is discretized on a grid
of 128× 32× 64, resulting in a grid resolution of 18.75× 18.75× 7.8 m3 simulated over a time horizon
of 300 s with time steps of 0.75 s, identical to the simulations in the main text (see Table 1).
The finite difference method approximates the Gâteaux derivative in a direction δϕ as(
∇J˜ , δϕ
)
≈ J˜ (ϕ+ αδϕ)− J˜ (ϕ)
α
, (A34)
where α is sufficiently small yet large enough to avoid round-off errors due to finite-precision
floating-point arithmetic. In the current work, α is chosen such that control perturbations are five orders
of magnitude smaller than baseline controls. Approximating the full gradient ∇J˜ would require
evaluating Equation (A34) for as many linearly independent directions δϕ as there are dimensions in
ϕ. Here, we only evaluate a limited amount of gradient components, by choosing a set of pointwise
unit perturbations δϕi(t∗) to the baseline controls of each of the turbines i at different times t∗.
Figure A2 illustrates snapshots of both the forward and adjoint solutions at hub height. From
Figure A2b it can be seen that the adjoint field starts out as streamtubes from the turbines indicating
where immediate changes in the cost function originate, and transitions to a chaotic field after some
upstream distance.
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Figure A2. Solution fields for adjoint gradient verification test case at t = 150 s. (a) Forward field u˜x.
(b) Adjoint field ξx.
Figure A3 illustrates the baseline controls ϕ around which the linearization is performed
(Figure A3a), as well as the adjoint gradient (full lines) compared to the finite difference gradient
component approximations (dots) described above (Figure A3b). It can be seen from the figure that
the gradient approximations match well. The overall relative error between both remains below 5%.
Note that, although this error could be further reduced through grid refinement, the current gradient
accuracy is adequate for the optimizations considered in this work.
Figure A3. Adjoint gradient verification case. (a) Baseline controls around which linearization is
performed. (b) Cost functional gradient. Full lines: adjoint, dots: finite difference.
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